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Product counterfeiting becomes a significant problem worldwide. It can affect not only a company’s reputation and its financial benefits but also personal safety and security of the end-users or customers. Authentication approaches based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) are preferable as they can easily fit into requirements of low cost applications where computational costs, execution time and therefore power consumption are critical.

Many world known manufacturers such as NXP or Infineon offer their low cost ECC-based anticycle integrated circuits for an authentication process [NXP-Semiconductors (2016)], [Infineon-Technologies (2017)]. These devices typically use authentication protocols based on NIST elliptic curves (EC) [NIST-FIPS (2013)] over binary fields as they are more suitable for an efficient hardware implementation compared to EC over prime fields. Each authentication chip has a unique identifier, a random-number generator and a hardware cryptographic-acceleration engine. Additionally, each authentication chip has a certificate (with a public key) and the private key of the chip, inserted into a block of non-volatile memory during production flow for secure storage.

In this work we provide a comparison of the NXP A1006 Secure Authenticator which uses B-163 elliptic curve and Infineon Optiga Trust B solution (131 bits, probably B-131) based on publicly available information with our own implementation for the B-233 EC, running on a Digilent’s Cmod S7 board equipped with a Spartan-7 FPGA [Digilent-Inc. (2018)]. We demonstrate power traces as well as electromagnetic traces measured during the authentication process and discuss the possibility to perform horizontal differential side channel analysis attacks [Kabin, Dyka, Kreiser & Langendörfer (2018)] against the used EC point multiplication algorithm.
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